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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we will study the system of ordinary differential equations 
Xi’ = --cq + p k-l “kYki +fi(%), 
yjg = Zjk 5 xj, -l, [ 1 ?a==1 
xik = -uxjk + yxjxk + gjk(zjk) j f k, 
zjj = 0, 
(l-1) 
where i, j, k = 1, 2, 3, xi’ = dxJdt, and zik = d+Jdt. Our major accom- 
plishment will be to find classes of functions such that ifff and gi, are in these 
classes, then 
and U-2) 
exist and are close to l/3 and (1 - &J/2, respectively. In addition we will 
calculate the rates of convergence to these limits. 
(1.1) arises as a perturbation of 
k=l 
i = 1,2,3, 
.zik = -t.q, + yxjxk j # k, 
.zjj = 0, 
which has been extensively studied in [1] for the case /3 = y. 
(1.3) 
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Equations (1.3) arise as a special case of equations describing a learning 
theory whose goal is to discuss the prediction of individual symbols, in a 
fixed order, and at prescribed times by a machine J& ([2], [3], [4]). In this 
model, the size of the function xi is related to the amount of stimulus corre- 
sponding to symbol i received by JY. The function yjk represents the 
associational strength in &Y’s memory between symbol j and symbol k. In 
other words, the size of yrs is related to how well ,M has been “taught” the 
listj-k, that is, to how often it has “heard” the listj-k. 
In the setting of this learning theory, Equations (1.3) describe the situation 
that -J&’ is no longer receiving outside stimulus and its behavior is governed. 
solely by.&‘s internal dynamics. That is, JJ? is no longer being taught. 
The resuhs obtained in [l] corresponding to the situation we shall study 
can be summarized as follows: 
and 
pJE x&)[x&) + x2(t) + x&)-y = 113, i = 1,2,3, 
These results can be interpreted as saying that after a long time ,@ does not 
know which stimulus it received the most, and further, &Z has forgotten all 
the lists which it once was taught. The results obtained in this paper say that 
essentially the same thing happens even when small changes are made in the 
parameters of (1.3). However, since the limits asserted in (1.2) are not 
exactly l/3 and (1 - &J/2, the learning theoretic interpretation of (1.2) is 
slightly different than that given for (1.4). (1.2) may be interpreted as saying 
that after a long time, J&’ may believe that it received more of one stimulus 
than another and that it knows a particular list. However, these beliefs do not 
depend on what &c’ was actually taught, but rather depend only on ,&‘s 
internal dynamics as given by (1 .l). 
To sum up, we will show that small changes in (1.3) produce only small 
changes in the ratio limits (1.4). Thus, (1.3) is a stable model in the sense of 
[5, pp. 231-2341. 
2. NOTATION 
In the sequel, e will denote the column vector of length three whose com- 
ponents are all ones. A superscript T on a matrix will denote its transpose; 
thus eT = (1% I, I). E will denote the 3 x 3 matrix eeT. That is 
5051W-9 
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Finally, if 151 is a 3 x 3 matrix, M = (nz,), i, j = 1, 2, 3, dM is the 
projection 
Throughout the paper, the symbol 1 . ] will denote the ordinary absolute 
value, the Euclidean norms on R” and R3, and the induced norm on the space 
of 3 x 3 matrices, depending on context. 
3. BASIC I~ESULTS 
The main object of study in this paper is the system of autonomous ordinary 
differential equations 
X;k = -llX.jX, + YXjXk + gjk(Zjk), j + k, 
xjj = 0, 
where i, j, k = 1, 2, 3. We assume that ~11, p, y, 01 - /3, and u > 0 and that 
there exists m, 0 < m < co, such that 
h(s), g,,(s) < ms, (3-l) 
for s a nonnegative real number. We also assume that the functions fi and gij 
are everywhere differentiable, and hence locally lipschitzian. Finally, we note 
that in order to make a learning theoretic interpretation of (1. l), the quantities 
X~ and zjli , j # k, must be positive. Thus we shall assume positive initial 
data for (1.1). 
Our first task is to show that solutions to ( 1.1) exist for all time, are unique, 
and depend continuously on initial data. 
Let v denote the vector vi = xi , i = 1,2,3; nj4 = ,Q ,..., ‘us = xao, . Then 
(1.1) can be rewritten 
v’ = F(v), (3.2) 
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where 
Let D = {v E Rs: vi > 0, i = l,..., 9). 
It is easy to apply the standard existence, runiqueness, and continuous 
dependence theorems of ordinary differential equations (see, for instance, i6], 
pp. 18-26) to get: 
LEMMA 3.1. For initial data in D, solutions to (3.2) exist, are unique, arzd 
vary contimously zoith respect to initial data as long as they remak in D. 
In the next two lemmas, we show that solutions of (3.2) stay in D for aII 
positive time. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose ~~(0) > 0, ~~~(0) = 0, zj,(0) > 0 are initial data 
for (1.1). Then xi(t) > 0, .+(t) - 0, ,+&t) > 0 fo-~ all positive time. 
Proof. The assertions about zjj are trivial so we consider xi, zjj12 . ‘BY 
Lemma 3.1, solutions exist and are positive for some time, Let t, > 0 be the 
first time for which one of xi , zjk is 0. If zja(t,) = 0, 
z;&J = yx&) x&J > 0. 
Thus we can assume that at least one of the xi is 0 at to . We suppose xi(to) = 0 
and xi(t) > 0, j = 1,2, 3, 0 < t < t, . 
Consider the equation 
y’ = -my -cfi(Yj, y(0) = 40)/Z. 
It is easy to see that y(t) > 0 for all time. Further, a contradiction argument 
gives that x,(t) > r(t) for all time. Thus there exists no to , such that xi(t,J = 0, 
and there is no t, such that Zj,(t,) = 0. 
The only other way solutions can leave D is to become unbounded in 
finite time. Lemma 3.3 shows that this cannot occur. 
LEMMA 3.3. Given initial data as in Lemma 3.2, solutions to (1.1) mnaist 
bounded for all positive time. 
Proof. Let x: =- &, xii . Then 
(3.3) 
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x is bounded if and only if or , xg , us are bounded and is positive so long as it 
exists. By the variation of constants formula 
Therefore by Gronwall’s inequality, 
x(t) < x(0) e-cau-8-m)t 
and x1(t), us, x3(t) remain bounded for all time. A second application of 
Gronwall’s inequality to the integral equation for xjk completes the proof of 
Lemma 3.3. 
Thus we can use [6, Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 of Chapt. 21 to conclude that 
solutions of (1.1) exist for all time, are unique, and vary continuously with 
initial data. 
Define 
X = {v: [0, co) + R3, v is continuous). (3.4) 
Then X, together with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets, 
is a locally convex linear topological space [7, p. 811. In the rest of this paper, 
we will be concerned with a particular subset of X, so we define 
I’ = {v: [0, 00) -+ R3: eTv =: 1, v is continuous, v(0) : w. , 
vi > 0, j v, - v(t) < K, e+, K, , K > O), (3.5) 
where KV, K, w. , and v. are some constants. Clearly V _C X. We will be 
using the Schauder-Tychonof? Theorem to find a fixed point of a map from V 
into itself so we would like to know that Y is closed, bounded and convex. 
LEiwwA 3.4. I’ is closed, bounded, and convex. 
Proof. To show that V is closed, let {zQ,~=r be a sequence contained in I/ 
and suppose v, - v as n - co. We show that v E V. It is easy to see that v is 
continuous, eTv = 1, v(0) = w. , and z+ > 0. The only problem occurs in 
checking that 1 v(t) - v. 1 < KT, e-Kf. We show that / v(t) - v. ( < 
K, e+ + E for all E > 0. Fix E > 0 and t > 0 and let N be so large that 
n > N implies j v(t) - v,(t)/ < E. Then, 
1 v(t) - vo I < I Q(f) -- vo I + I a(t) - W)l 
< KV e-“t f E. 
Thus ] v(t) - v. 1 < KY e-Kt. 
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V is bounded since each v E V is uniformly bounded by K, . Is V conwlr ? 
Let v = xv, + (1 - A) v,whereO <A < l,v,,v,~V.Toshowthatv~~‘, 
we note that v is continuous, erv = 1, and v(0) = ws . Also, vi(t) > 0 and 
limt+7J v(t) = Av, + (1 - Ajv, = v0 . Thus V is closed, bounded, and 
convex. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF NEW EQUATIONS 
This paper deals with the limiting behavior as t -+ cc of the ratios 
and 
In order to study this behavior, we derive a differential equation governing the 
first of (4.1). We make use of the function x(t) = ~~=r xi(t) and recall that x 
exists for al1 time, is unique in the sense that a given choice of x1(O), x,(O), 
x3(O) yields only one x, and x(t) > 0 for t > 0. Let xi = w$x. Then 
- wi @w. 
Let us introduce some convenient notation, 
L fiCwi) fd%> fd4 
Then (3.3j and (4.2) can be rewritten 
x’ = -(a - /3)x + erF(wx) 
(4.2) 
w’ = +w + ,BYo’w + F(wxj/x - erF(wx)w/x. 
Next we consider the equation for xjk , let xjJ: = Q$, and u = u $ 2(p - a). 
qik = --)jk + ywiwk + gjk(qikx2)/xz - 2qikeTF(wx)/x. (4.3) 
If we set Z = (qjk), X(U) = ~wr, and G(Z) = [gii(Tif)], we get 
Zor = -CTZ, + yX,,(w) + G(x2ZJx2 - 2[e’F(wx)/xJZ, , 
dZ’ = 0, 
Y, = d(Z,E)-1Z, . 
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Equations (4.4) are equivalent to (1.1) and it is (4.4) that we shall study. 
x’ = -(a - /3)x + .zF(wx), 
w’ = -@.u -j- /3YoTfd + F(wx)/x - erF(Odx)a/x, 
Y, = d(Z,E)-12, , 
Z,’ = --do + y&(w) - [2erF(wx)/x] 2, + G(x2Z,,)/x2, 
to(O) = wg , Z,(O) = 2, ) x(0) = X” . 
(4.4) 
5. THE MAIN RESULT 
In this section we will show that for appropriate initial data and choice of 
constants DZ!, /?, CT, and y, there are classes of functions 9 and B such that 
FE9andGE9imply 
(5.1) 
exist, and furthermore these limits are close to e/3 and E,,/2, respectively. 
Our first task is to find suitable candidates for these limits. Lemma 5.1 
will be useful. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let v be a 3 vector afzd Al a 3 x 3 matrix. Let x(t) be a 
continuous, real valued function szrch that x(t) > 0 and lim,,, x(t) = 0. Thez 
$ F[x(t)v]/x(t) = F’(O)v, 
F-i G[x”(t)M]/x”(t) = G’(O)M. 
Proof. By hypothesis on fi and gij , F’(0) and G’(0) exist. The proof is a 
consequence of the definition of a Frechet derivative and is a generalization 
of I’Hospital’s rule. 
In looking for candidates for the limits asserted in (5.1), we will need the 
fact that x(t) + 0 as t -+ cc. We make our first restriction an F and G. 
(HI) The constant m given by (3.1) is sufficiently small that a! - p - m > 0. 
Suppose lim,,, w(t) = vs and lim,,, Z,,(t) = i&, . Then z’s and M,, must 
satisfy 
0 = -,Bv,, + ,B[d(MOE)-l A&,]’ v0 + F’(0) v,, - [eTP’(0) a,] v,, , 
0 = -u&f,, + y&(v,) - [2erF’(0) v,,] M,, + G’(0) M,, . 
(5.2) 
A direct substitution shows that for F’(0) = 0, G’(0) = 0, (5.2) has the 
solution 
v. = e/3, iv0 = yq9a, [d(M&)-lMO],lT = E,,/2. 
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Also notice that erv,, = 1, as it must since ercu = 1 and go is a candidate for 
lim,,, w(t). 
We use the Implicit Function Theorem to prove Lemma 5.2. 
LEMMA 5.2. Consider equations (5.5). There exz’st cl > 0 and functions 
v,(WJo), G’(O)), .%P’(O), G’(O)), continuous, and dejkedjor 0 < 1 F’(O)\ < c1 , 
0 < j G’(O)/ < q such that ~~(0, 0) = e/3, All,(O, 0) = yEo/9a, and v, and 
MO are solutions of (5.2). M oreover all the components of v,, and all the off- 
diagonal components of iI&, are greater than zero, the diagonal elements of ill,, 
equal zero, and eTv, = 1. 
Proof. (5.2) represents nine nonlinear equations in nine unknowns. It can 
be rewritten 
Hcq, , Ad,, , F’(O), G’(0)) = 0 (5.3) 
and we know that H(e/3, yEo/9a, 0, 0) = 0. If we can show that H’(e/3, 
yE,/90,0,0) is invertible, where El’ is the Frechet derivative of H with 
respect to v,, and M,, , Lemma 5.2 is a direct corollary of the Implicit Function 
Theorem. However, eTvO = 1 and because of this degeneracy, we would 
not expect H’ to be invertible and indeed it is not. 
To avoid this difficulty, we set 
@IA = 1 - hl)* - (VIA ,
and eliminate the first unknown and the first equation from (5.3). In this case, 
the Jacobian of the new system of eight equations in eight unknowns is 
nonsingular. The Implicit Function Theorem then guarantees the existence of 
functions as(F’(O), G’(O)), A~,,(F’(O), G’(O)), continuous with v,,(O, 0) = e/3, 
M,,(O, 0) = yE,/9o. We further restrict the size of j F’(O)], j G’(O)\ to assure 
that (v& > 0, (M& > 0, i + j and remark that erv, = I by construction to 
complete the proof of the Lemma. 
Next we show that v0 and M, , whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 5.2, 
are the limit values of w(t) and Zo(t), respectively. Our major tool will be the 
Schauder-Tychonoff Theorem. An operator defined by solutions of (4.4) 
will have a fixed point in the space V defined by (3.5) where w,, is defined by 
(4.4), v0 is defined by Lemma 5.2, and K, and K are still to be determined. 
We will need some more information about the behavior of the function x(t). 
LEMMA 5.3. Let x, be the solution of 
Xll ’ = -(a - p) x, + eTF(x&t)), 
xv(O) = ix-0 ) v E v. 
(5.4) 
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Then, 
(1) j xv(t)1 < e-(a-b-m)t 1 x0 1, 
(2) &J(t) > 0, O<t<m. 
Proof. We note that -(a - p) X, + e=F(x,a(t)) is continuous in t and 
locally lipschitzian in X, , and thus solutions of (5.4) exist as long as they 
remain bounded, are unique, and depend continuously on initial data. By 
techniques similar to those in the proof of Lemma 3.3, we can obtain 
1 xU(t)l < e-(or-B-m)b / x0 1 . 
To show that x(t) > 0, sets = -t. Then 
dx,/ds = (a - /3) x, - eTF(x,p(s)). (5.5) 
Solutions to (5.5) are unique and X,(S) = 0 is a solution. Thus x,(t) > 0, 
o<t<m. 
Note that Lemma 5.3 together with (HI) imply that xv(t) -+ 0 as t + CO. 
Now let Z, be the solution of 
Z,’ = -uZ, + yX,(v) - [2 erF(vx,)/xJ Z, + G(x~~ZJX~~, 
Z,(O) = 4 , v E v. 
(54 
We will show that lim,,, Z&t) = M,, and obtain an estimate on the rate of 
convergence. But first we need several hypotheses on F and G. 
(H2) There exists KG > 0 such that for 1 M 1 < s003 I AZ0 (, 
1 G(M) - G’(O)M 1 < KG i M ia. 
(H3) There exists k, > 0 such that for MI , Ms 3 x 3 matrices, 
(H4) There exists KF > 0 such that for 1 w 1 < 3x,, 
j F(w) - F’(O)w [ < KF I w 12. 
(H5) There exists k, > 0 such that for 1 wr 1, I wg I < 3x, , 
I%4 -F(w,)l < kF I ml- ~2 I. 
We also make an additional hypothesis on the parameters 01, /I, u, and ?IZ. 
(H6) u is sufficiently large that c = zc - 2(a - ,8) > 0 and 
u *= -u - 2eT(0)vo < 0 for IF’(O)] < c1 . 
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At this point, we define K by 
K < min(ol - /3 - ffz, /3, cr - 2 j eT \ j Zrg j EJ 
and fix it. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose IF’(O)\, j G’(O)\ < c1 and let (Hl)-(H6) be 
satis$ed. Furthermore let 1 2, - A&, j < ( M,, j. Thelz there exist constants cp , 
Ku such that if k, < Ed then 
cohere Z, is a solution of (5.6), 
afzd Ed is so small that k, < Ed implies 
‘T* + K,k, < -K. 
Proof. The proof involves a number of straightforward computations 
which we will sketch. Make the change of variables Z, = U, + MC to obtain 
the equation for UU 
where 
u.; = u(t) uv + N(t) + Ayt, UJ, (5.7) 
u(t) = -u - 2eTF(vx,)jx, , 
H(t) = A.&(4 - .&&I)] - UWJ + r&@hJ 
- 2eTF(x,v) il&~a, + G(xu2MJx~, 
N(t, U,) = (G[xv2(Uv + A!!,,)] - G(xv”M&‘x,“. 
We use the second of (5.2) to get 
H(t) = y[X-,,(v) - X,,(v,)] + G(xu”&&,)/ra2 - G’(O)A/lb 
+ [2eT(O) v. - 2eTF(xnu)/x,]Mo . 
Then, since z, E V and F and G satisfy (H4) and (H2), we obtain the estimate 
on H(c) 
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But if we recall the definition of K, j H(t)[ < KH & where 
KH = KV[12y + 2 I eT I I fi% i I F(O)11 
+ I MO I ~olXG~o I fiJo I + 6 I eT I&I- 
Next we consider the function u(t) 
u(t) = U* + 2eT[F(0)(v, - w)] - 2eT[F(wx.Jxv - F’(O)w]. 
It is easy to calculate using (H2) that 
j u(t) - cr.+ [ < K, e-<*, 
where K, = 18 1 eT I Kg0 + 2 j eT 1 1 F’(O)/ Kv . Let 
Thus 
where 
Finally, we consider N(t, U,) and use (H3) to get 
I w, r;,)l < kc I uv I. 
Now we consider again (5.7). Using the variation of constants formula 
U,(t) = erct) U,(O) + 
s 
t eli(t-s) [H(s) + N(s, U,)] ds, 
0 
where V,(O) = 2, - MO . 
1 Uv(t)l < K, e”*” 1 U,(O)/ + s,” KH e”*‘t-sl [KH e+ + k, I U,(s)l] ds, 
or, 
e-o*t j 72, 1 < K, 1 U,(O)\ + s,” K, eeu*$ KH e+ ds 
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Applying the Gronwall inequality to (5.8), we arrive at the desired result 
where K, = 2K, 1 U,(O)1 + K,KJ/ C* + K + K,K, j. Therefore, 
and the theorem is proved. 
We now consider the behavior of solutions to 
w‘v ’ = -pcau +/3[d(Z,E)-1 Z,]’ WV +F(U&& - e~F(w.v,) “/hv, 
o,(o) = 00 > v E v, 
(5.9) 
where 2, is the solution of (5.6) and x, is the solution of (5.4). 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 are satisfied and that 
k, < E? . Suppose in addition that K, < m* where m* is the least nonzeyo 
element of A&, . Then there exist Ed , l 4 , K, > 0 such that ;f k, < e3 , 1 F’(O)/, 
I G’(O)\ < Q, then 
j c+(t) - v. 1 < K, e--Kt, 
where wl, is the solution of (5.9). Furthermore, Ed is chosett so small that k, < 6% 
implies 1/3 (1 $- 3 [ eT [)kF < p - K. &foreciaw, 
where 
Kg = [6 j w. - v. j + 18K,/‘/3], 
Kf,, = lOK, I ZI~ 1s x0 + 9p I d(MoE)-l I I E I (K,, + 2 j Ii/l, 1) K&1-, 
r is the smallest non.zreYo element of the 3 x 6 matrix (A& , Z,), and K2‘ is tke 
constant given in TheoTern 5.1. 
Proof. We make the change of variables W, = v. + y in (5.9) and use the 
first of (5.2) to get 
yr = -fly + p[d(z,q-1 2, - d(ncfog-ln~foy- v. 
+ /3[d(Z,E)-1 .&y-y + F(U&)~Xv - F’(O)v, 
+ [e?(O) v. - e’F(~Vx,)/xV] v. - eTF(w,x,)y/x, . 
By adding and subtracting appropriate terms, we obtain the differential 
equation for y 
Y’ = JJy + h(f) -t n(t, r), (5.10) 
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where 
A = -+I + fi[d(MoE)-lMo]T - [eTF(0)vo]l, 
h(t) = p[d(z*E)-lz, - d(M,E)-1 MO]= w2, 
i @o%)/% - P’(0) zIo + [eT(O) u. - eTF(uoxv)~x.&.ov , 
fi(f, y) = [F(w&J - F(vox,)]/x, + eT[F(ugw) - F(w,x,)] wv/3c, . 
In estimating 1 h(t)/, the last terms are straightforward and are 
< lOK, j v0 i2 z,, E+. The first term involves some tricks so we do it in 
detail. 
[d(Z,E)-1 2, - d(MJ?)-1 MO] 
= d(Z,E)-1 d(&&E-1 [Z, d(M,E) - MO q&E)] 
= &d&E)-l d(JfoE)-l[(Zv + MO) d(M,,E - Z,E) 
+ (Z, - Al,) d(JloE + -GW 
In the norm we are using, the norm of a matrix is equal to the norm of its 
transpose. Also, since d is a projection, j dM j < / M j. Thus 
( /3[d(Z,E)-1 2, - d(.M,,E)-l A&,]’ w, 1 
< (3/3/2) I dWoE)-l I I WvE)-’ I [(2 I &Jo I + Ku) 
. Ku 1 E j e@ + K, e-xt / A&, + Zw 1 ( E I] 
.3,B 1 d(lC&,E)-l / I d&&E)-l 1 I E 1 K,(2 / MO I + Ku) cKt 
and we must estimate / d(Z,E)-l 1. 
d(Z,E)-l is a diagonal matrix and the element in the i - i spot is 
l/(+ + xik) where Z, = (zij) and (i,j, k) = {l, 2, 3). Thus 
1 d(-WY 1 < l/i X12 + 213 i + l/i 221 + %3 / + l/l X31 + x32 I- 
Since .z+ > 0 for i f j, 
since Ku < m* and xii < Ku e-Kt implies zij > r for all time. Hence 
1 d(Z,E)-l 1 < 3/2r and 
I ,W(ZvEF1 Zv - dWoW WT wv I
< (9/W) I d(n/r,E)-l I IE I J&(2 I fig0 I + Ku) e-Kt 
and we have the estimate / h(t)1 < Kh e-Kt, where 
Kil = lOK, 1 flo I2 %I + (9/f@‘) I d(W,E)-* I 1 E I K,(2 1 iTif0 1 + K& 
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It is easy to obtain the estimate that 
Finally we consider the linear part of (5.10), 
A = +I + /3[d(MoE)-1 M,lr - [eTF’(0)v& 
When$“(O) = 0, G’(0) = 0, A = -p[I - I&/2]. Thus by Lemma 5.2, 
A = -/q-r - I&/2] + P(F'(O), G'(O)), 
where P(0, 0) = 0 and P is continuous in its arguments. 
We recall that w = y + v,, and 1 = eTu = eTy + eTuO = eTy f 1. Thus 
we can make use of the fact that yr + ya + ya = 0 or y3 = -(yl -t ys). 
Let u = [$] and determine the differential equation for u. 
Clearly, 
21’ = A”u + h*(t) + nyt, u) 
for some matrix A* and functions h* and R*. We have 
and 
where h, , h, , and n, , n, are the first two entries of h(t) and n(t, ZJ), respec- 
tively. The only term which might give trouble is A* so we write out the 
linear part of (5.10). 
Yl’iB = -Yl + Yd2 + yC312 + EPilYl + hY2 + PL3VJiP: 
Y,'i,E = -Ye + Yl/2 + Y3P + lPSlY1 -t- P22Yz t P23Y3lN 
YiiF = -Y3 + Y1/2 +y,/2 f [P,,Yl +P32Y2 + P33Y3103 
Now drop the equation for ya and set y3 = -yr - ya to get 
Yl'/P == -3y,/2 + NP.ll - PI31 Yl -t (PI, - PI31 YJA 
~~78 = -3~~12 + [(pzl - h3) y1 f CP,, - pd ~,v, 
or 
u' = -(3/3/2)u + P*(F'(O), G'(O))u, 
where P(0, 0) = 0 and P* is continuous. 
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We now give estimates on 12*(t) and n*(t, u). Let 1 . 1 denote the Euclidean 
norm on IF. Then ( /z*(t)/ < Kh e-~~. Recall that 
Then 
To sum up, we have 
where 
u’ = (--3,ll/2)u + P”u + h*(t) + n*(t, II), 
P” = P”(F’(O), G’(O)), 
P*(O, 0) = 0, P* is continuous, 
) h.*(t)\ < Kh e-Kt, 
Let e4 be sufficiently small that 1 F’(O)], / G’(O)] < c4 implies I P* 1 < p/3. 
Then if /F’(O)/, i G’(O)] < e4, and k, < l a , a direct argument using the 
variation of constants formula and Gronwall’s inequality gives the desired 
result 
1 mu(t) - z’,, 1 < K, ecKt 
where Kv = 6 ( w0 - q, I + 18K,J/3. 
Next we show that there is a choice of constants I;;, KF , KG , k, , and 
(F’(O)/ such that Ku < IB* and K, < K, . 
LEMMA 5.4. Let 01, p, u, m, and K beJilved satisf$ng OUY previous h@otheses 
on them. There exist posi.tiue num.bePs y0 , Ed , E~ , c7 , l s , KY , b, a& B such that 
if Y -CY,, KF<c5, KG <Q, kG<c7, IF’(O)1 <E*, xO<b, and 
[2,-l&I <B,thenK,<m*andK,<K,. 
Proof. 
and is continuous in the arguments of interest. 
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K, 1 exp[l/rc(l8 j eT j K,x, + 2 / eT 1 1 F’(O)1 K,)], 
and is continuous in its arguments of interest. Hence K, is continuous in its 
arguments if j G* +- K + K,kc 1 is never zero. By previous hypothesis 
/ G* + K \ > 0, j --(T + K 1 > 0 and so for KG sufficiently small 
Iii Q* f K C K,k i 
is continuous and so is Ku . For 
KF = KG = k, = j F’(O)] = 0, 
K, = 2 1 Z, - I%&, ( f 12yKv/j -G f K (. 
We now leave K:, for the moment and consider K, . 
K, == 6 I wo - q, I + 6K,/P 
where 
Kft = lOK, j z+, ja x0 -j- 9/I 1 d(MoE)-l I j E j (K,, + 2 1 MO 1) K,/2r 
< lOK, \ v. lB x0 + 9/3 ( d(MoE)-l ( j E ( (m* + 2 / MO 1) nz”i2.r 
and Kh is continuous in lCF, K,, . At KF = 0, 
Kh < [9,6 j cZ(M~E)-~ j j E j (wz* + 2 1 M. 1) m*j2r. 
Thus K, is continuous in K, , and at KF := 0, 
k’, < 6 [ Qg - o. [ + 81 1 d(MoE)-l j i E j (m* + 2 i 3% I) rn*/r 
< 18 -t 81 j d(MoE)-l I / E / (m* + 2 1 MO 1) m*/r. 
Set Kv so large that 
18 + 81 ! cI(A/~~E)-~~ / / E 1 (m* + 2 1 MO I) m*/F < K,/2. 
Then there exists e. such that if KF < co , K, < Kv . Now use this K, in the 
estimate of K,& . 
At K, == KG = k, = (F’(O)( = x0 = 0, 
K,, = 2 / Z, - IV,, \ + 12yK,j! K - 0 ! 
Let l3 == m*/8 and y. = m* / K - 0 (/48KV. Then for 1 Z, - MO \ < B, 
y < y. , KF = KG = k, = 1 F’(O)] == x0 = 0, K, < nz*,/2. Thus, by 
continuity, there exist positive numbers cg , eg , E? , es , and b such that if 
/ Zl - Jfo 1 < B, y < ~0 , KF < ~0 , KG < ~0 , k, < ~7 , j F’(O)1 < ES , and 
z. < b, then Ku < m*. If we set c5 = min(r, , E& the lemma is proved. 
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We are now in a position to define the classes 9 and 9’. Let 
F = (F: RR3 -+ R3, F(x) = 
fi everywhere differentiable and fi(s) < ms where 01 - /3 - m > 0, ] F’(O)] < 
min(c, , Ed , es), F satisfies (H4) and (H5) with K, < c3 and KF < Ed} and 
3 = (G: R3x3 -+ R3X3, G(M) = (g,j(m,j)), G =I G, , g, everywhere differen- 
tiable and gij(s) < ms where 01 - p - m > 0, and j G’(O)! < min(c, , Q), G 
satisfies (H2) and (H3) with Kc < min(c, , E,) and KG < es). 
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 and Lemma 5.4 taken together prove Theorem 5.3. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let the hypotheses of Lemma 5.4 be satisjied, F ~g, and 
GEM. Defilte T: V-+Xby Tu = w,,, where V is dejined by (3.5) and X by 
(3.4). Tk. 
T( V> C V. 
In order to apply the Schauder-Tychonoff Theorem, we prove Lemma 5.5. 
LEMMA 5.5. T is completely continuous. 
Proof. Let (zli}El be a sequence in V. We show that (Tq} has a convergent 
subsequence. First we notice that {TvJ is uniformly bounded since 
(TV,} C V. If {(TUT)‘} . 1s a so 1 uniformly bounded, then (Tv~) will have a 
convergent subsequence. 
Recall that 
w* ’ = -pwv + /?[d(Z,E)-l Z,]’ W, + F(w~x,)/x, - eTF(w,x,J w,/x., . 
Thus 
I wg’ I < PKv + PKG IkVJT ZJl + (1 + I eT IG-1 I F(w~Ji.c~ I. 
It is an easy calculation to show 
I F(w,zc,)/x, I < I F’Wo I + KF I vo* I xo + &K, 
=MF. 
In order to estimate [d(Z,E)-1 ZJr, consider a typical element 
%i&%j + %k) = l/(1 + %JQ) (i,j, h) = {1,2,3). 
Since 2;, > 0, 1 xij/(zij + x.& < 1. Thus 
I WV I < PG + @KY + (1 + I eT I G)fifF. 
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Hence ((TuJ) is uniformly bounded and therefore (Tv$) is equicontinuous. 
By the Ascoli Lemma [8, p. 1791, (TvJ h as a subsequence which converges 
uniformly on compact sets. Thus T(V) is precompact and T is completely 
continuous. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let the situation be as in the statemed of Theorem 5.3. Then 
solutions of (4.4) satisfy 
! w(t) - no j < K, e-Kt 
] Zo(t) - n/l, 1 < K,, e--K* 
1 Y,,(t) - ~(LV,,E)-~ MO \ < (3/2r) 1 d(fifoE)-l j 1 E j K,(2 j Air, \ + K,) ecKt. 
Proof1 The proof is an easy corollary of the Schauder-Tychonoff 
Theorem 16, p. 111. 
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